Pump track for Alton

The Basics and Benefits of having a pump track in our community.

What is a pump track?
Pump tracks are a man made series of rollers and banked turns (berms), forming a
circuit that can be ridden without pedalling generating speed from a technique called
“pumping”. Pump tracks are popping up everywhere world wide and becoming a widely
recognised form of fitness, well being and a source of fun for all ages.

Benefits of Pump Tracks
• All age groups can benefit from using a pump track, from toddlers all the way through to a seasoned
professional rider.

• Great fitness and way to sharpen up bike/scooter/skateboard skills, it has the potential to create young
skilled riders who could go onto making a career from there chosen discipline.

• Can be a great way to reduce anti social behaviour in the community, giving bored kids and teenagers
somthing to potentially find something they have a real passion for.

• Great use of unused spaces and very low maintenance, once built creating easy local access into
sports.

• Can create a sense of community bringing like minded people together developing a scene in the
town. Potential for coaching, group rides and events at the track.

• Teaches kids and teenagers social skills and how to act around all age groups.
• Can greatly benefit mental health. Exercise is well known to help those suffering with mental health.

Even just getting people out of the house and slowly get into it can have great benefits in the long run
socially and physically.

What makes a good pump track?
Flow, Build quality, Layout and Safety

• Tarmac surfacing creates a long lasting, almost all weather and low maintenance
track.

• Location - Nearby parking, Flat ground, Easy access, Fairly sheltered location as
riding against the wind can be very difficult to enjoy if its placed in a really windy
spot, Easy access for ambulance service.

• Using a proper contractor. These are a number of companies who are really well

known in the uk for creating great tracks that work well and make you want to go
back, a badly built pump track can be enough to put people off so it is essential to
use a good contractor.

• Lighting - Featuring lights in the build not only makes the area safer to be in but also
opens up winter activities. To have a floodlit pump track would open up oppurtunies
on those dark winter evenings for people to get out and have some fun in the dark
winter months.

Local pump track success!
• Basingstoke
• Fleet
• Hilsea
• Totton
• Reading

Growing The Sport
The sport of BMX pump track riding has a lot of room to grow and will be a big part of the
future, by creating pump tracks in towns around the uk more riders will be inspired which
may lead to future olympic champions, opening opportunities to the sport for all ages,
genders and backgrounds. As seen in the Tokyo olympics this year with Bethany Shriever
taking home not only an olympic gold medal but also the world title. She states in an
interview.. “ We’ve created history, inspiring the next generation…” By growing the sport
and increasing awareness, we can eliminate the travesty of our gold medal winner having to
crowd fund her way to Tokyo.

Quotes
Wyn Masters, Professional downhill racer , Wyn TV - “Pump
tracks in my mind are the most widely used exercise and
recreation areas, they can be used by skateboards, rollerblades,
scooters and all forms of bikes too, and provide endless fun for all
ages, with little to no maintenance to keep a track, as they are
built with asphat. Personally every town needs one and I spend
plenty of time training on them my self as the professional rider.”

Phil Atwill, professional downhill racer, Propain racing - “ I believe
every town needs a pump track, they open up the world of bike
sports to all levels of riders, provide a great form of exercise and
most of all hours of fun.”

Questions…

